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1 Introduction

Given the high cost of machines custom-built for parallel processing, it is natural to

consider the use of PVM over an ATM LAN. In the best case, the computing power of

such a system would approach small supercomputers, but the software and hardware

communication overhead limits what can be achieved.

This report investigates how ATM technology is used in a LAN environment. This

is followed by an overview of one study which evaluated PVM functionality over a

pure ATM LAN.

2 ATM LAN

The simplest, and most expensive way to implement an ATM LAN is to install ATM

hardware on all the end users on the network, and run a pure ATM LAN. Normally,

this is not feasible, so the intermediate solution is to use an ATM infrastructure which

interfaces with Ethernet-equipped end-users.

The best way to do this uses ATM technology in a hub [3], as shown in the

Appendix. Here, each end user has a direct point-to-point connection to the hub, so

the LAN consists only of end users and hubs. No Ethernet switches are used.

In an environment which includes a variety of switch types (ATM, Ethernet, token

ring), address resolution for ATM destinations is an issue. The protocol for doing this

called LAN Emulation (LANE). It requires a host or switch which runs software that

resolves media access control (MAC) addresses with ATM addresses.

The procedure involves two IP address resolution protocol (ARP) messages [2]:

The �rst ARP packet, sent by the originating host, goes to the LANE server to

be broadcast to all the end-stations. The destination host responds with its MAC

address. The originating host then sends a second ARP packet directly to the LANE

server, in order to get the ATM address corresponding to the given MAC address. At

this point the two endpoints can establish a switched virtual circuit.

Using con�gurations such as these, PVM would be expected to operate comfort-

ably with little or no modi�cation, mainly because the PVM software never commu-

nicates directly with the ATM protocols.

3 PVM Over an ATM LAN

Research has been done which evaluates the use of parallel applications on an ATM

LAN. This section describes one such study, done by researchers at the University of

Minnesota and sponsored by Apple [1].
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3.1 Setup

This study used what were fast workstations for that time (1995), namely Sun Sparc

2's and several Sun 4/690 machines directly connected to Fore Series-200 ATM host

adaptors. The physical medium was a 100-Mbps FDDI.

The system centered around an ASX-100 ATM switch, which is based on a 2.4-

Gbps switch fabric and a RISC control processor. Segmentation and reassembly and

the AAL protocols were handled by the CPU's on the switch and on the host adaptors.

The original protocol hierarchy used is shown in Figure 1. The arrangement is es-

sentially what an Ethernet LAN con�guration would look like, with ATM substituting

for the Ethernet.

3.2 Testing Procedures

Several optimizations were tested. PVM typically runs in normal mode, in which

tasks or processes are �rst communicated through the resident pvm daemon on each

host (Figure 2a). This study uses the more eÆcient, direct mode (Figure 2b), in

which tasks communicate with each other directly. Normal mode is more portable,

because it limits the number of �le descriptors needed for operation.

The second enhancement was a modi�cation of the PVM source code, to use ATM

AAL5 and AAL3/4 directly and so bypassing the socket interface and TCP/IP. The

result of this modi�cation was the main focus of the study.

The researchers used two applications, an echo program and a multicast operation,

to evaluate system performance. The echo program was simply one host injecting a

message into the system and capturing the length of time waiting for a reply. The

multicast involved the use of pvm mcast() to create many running tasks on each host.

3.3 Performance Results

Performance was de�ned in two main ways:

�max. The maximum achievable throughput, obtained by transmitting large messages.

t0. The startup latency, which is the time required to send a message of 16 bytes.

The numerical results are found in Figure 3, which gives a comparison of the di�erent

ways to con�gure PVM over and ATM network, given the use of normal (a) or direct

(b) mode.

It is easy to see in Figure 3 that the use of ATM gives an instant boost in band-

width over Ethernet. However, chart (a) reveals the overhead caused by the use of

normal mode | the maximum bandwidth is limited to under 7.5 Mbps. Chart (b)
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Figure 1: PVM protocol hierarchy using an ATM network
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Figure 2: Normal (a) and direct (b) modes of PVM operation
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Figure 3: Performance results for di�erent PVM con�gurations in normal mode (a)

and direct mode (b)
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is the same study but using direct mode for communicating tasks, and the maximum

bandwidth increases to over 25 Mbps.

Chart (b) also shows that additional bandwidth can be obtained from bypassing

the sockets and TCP/IP layers and directly using the AAL protocols. Though this

makes the PVM implementation less portable, the performance gain is signi�cant.

It was found that the Ethernet had a slightly lower startup latency. The re-

searchers speculated that the Ethernet cards were probably optimized for latency,

and that the ATM technology had not been given the same treatment at that point.

In general, the researchers found that software communication overhead used a

great deal of the available bandwidth. However, since SPARC 2 machines were used

here, it is likely that modern processors would result in an increased bandwidth, due

to faster processing of the protocols.

4 Conclusion

The largest bottleneck in a typical PVM implementation is likely to be communication-

related. Since the research done on PVM over ATM involved the removal of entire

layers of overhead, it must be concluded that the only way to justify the cost of any

ATM equipment in a PVM lab would be to use a pure ATM LAN and modify the

PVM source code signi�cantly. Even the use of ATM hubs as described in Section 2

would likely cause intolerable amounts overhead, given the cost of any ATM hardware

and the fact that parallel computing is the stated goal.
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